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The Murray Darling Basin Plan is a dog’s breakfast, that does not work as was the initial
intention, to provide environmental, social and economic benefits to basin communities.
Once again, with this Goulburn to Murray Trade Rule Review, we are seeing the Water
Minister attempting to rectify the damage done by Basin Plan policies.
Water Minister Neville in the last few years has:
•

•

•
•
•

Stated the 450GL projects must meet the strict Socio-Economic Agreed Criteria to
prevent further devastating impacts caused by removing “savings” from northern
irrigation areas
Stated that all new extraction and works licence applications in the Lower Murray
region will be assessed by the Minister in an attempt to curtail delivering increasing
volumes of water further downstream
With NSW, commissioned a review of the constraints strategy modelling to see what
flows are realistically achievable.
Stated there will be no compulsory acquisition of easements or flooding of private
property under constraints.
Through MinCo ,commissioned a review of system deliverability capacity and
delivery shortfall to understand what is actually do-able, without causing further
environmental degradation.
Rather than fiddle round the edges in an attempt to stop the loss of ever increasing
volumes of water from the Goulburn Murray Irrigation District (GMID ), prevent the
ongoing environmental damage and socio-economic impacts thus created, basin
governments should be working together to address the underlying issues causing
these problems.
Basin states, in particular NSW and Victoria, should be demanding the following
issues and Basin Plan policies must be reviewed immediately.
1. The open water market trade policy, which allows water in the southern
connected basin to be traded to practically any valley without any consideration
of ability to deliver that water.
2. Development of large plantations further and further away from storages prior
to actually owning water entitlements
3. Failure to acknowledge that the natural river system is being run at capacity and
the by-pass of natural constraints will only create environmental damage in the
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days measured at McCoys Bridge, it is obvious that these flows initially are managed from
Eildon Weir.
I note that all the documents pertaining to the Goulburn to Murray Trade Review make
absolutely no mention of any environmental degradation in the Upper reaches of the
Goulburn River, or the impacts these regulated pulse flows in the driest time of the year will
have on the upstream reaches, where there are many areas of bank slumping, tree fall,
permanent sedimentation of natural gravel banks, bank erosion causing pumps to need to
be relocated.

Extensive bank collapse at Killingworth on the Goulburn River June 2019

Page iv of the Summary: Proposed New Operating Rules for the Lower Goulburn River
document states:
“The proposed operating rules are informed by the findings of a scientific panel established
by DELWP. This panel assessed the risks and opportunities of six different flow scenarios in
the lower Goulburn River to understand the likely environmental outcomes of possible
future management frameworks. The scenarios were designed to identify the most
important aspects of the summer and autumn flow regime for environmental outcomes and
where opportunities to supply water to downstream areas can be maximised
These proposed operating rules will support improved outcomes for the lower Goulburn
River into the future compared to current arrangements and underpin the development of
improved rules for Goulburn to Murray trade and IVT delivery.”
Did anyone take the time to investigate the environmental degradation in the upper
Goulburn that may be caused by these unseasonal flows?
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How can this review completely disregard what impacts may occur to the Goulburn
reaches above the Goulburn Weir? Any changes must look at the consequences for the
entire river.
The trade review states “. It prescribes a flow regime that recognises ecological thresholds,
based on the findings of an independent scientific panel”
The truth is the independent scientific panel, as commissioned by DELWP, has prescribed a
flow regime that is purely focussed on the lower Goulburn and has negligently failed to
recognise the ecological threshold of the upper reaches of the Goulburn during the driest
part of the year.
I believe the proposed flows at the driest time of year will cause greater environmental
problems.

Goulburn River gravel banks now permanently covered in sediment, Killingworth June 2018.

The scientific panel in their report, ‘Environmental Risk and Opportunities Assessment of
Flow Scenarios in the Lower Goulburn River to Inform the Development of River Operating
Rules’, assume that current flow management practices continue, but depending on climate
change predictions of increasing reduction of basin inflows this may not be possible.
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Although not the ecologically preferred solution, “the panel advised that to deliver higher
volumes of IVT over the irrigation season, delivery as flow pulses as identified in scenario 2
was preferable to prolonged higher base flows. This is because pulses reduce the risk of
notching and mass failure and will thus cause less damage to the geomorphology of the
river”
Please note that the scientific panel states only that there will be “less damage”, so the
amount of damage that may be caused by Scenario 2 is unknown.
Other uncertainties that have come to light in the Woodwater Scientific Panel report are:
•
•

•

the assumption that existing environmental flow management would occur during
autumn, winter and spring, despite vast reductions in basin inflows.
The December flow pulse would inundate littoral vegetation and halt its growth, but
“it would be likely to recover so long as it was not inundated for more than 2
weeks.”
The scientific panel when asked to describe what the Lower Goulburn would look
like in 15 years time, took a totally unscientific approach. Based on limited data,
they extrapolated this knowledge , assumed there would be no major floods or
droughts and current environmental practices would continue.

One would have to say the scientific panel’s opinion, under these circumstances must be
taken with a grain of salt.
Irrigators have become water traders due to open water market policies. Many will be
disadvantaged, as rather than put water on their paddocks, they trade it and use this money
to pay fixed infrastructure/ water share fees they have been left with, due to modernisation
and water saving schemes. They use this to pay their GMW fixed fee water bill.
As 90% of GMW’s income comes from fixed fees, this will be another nail in the GMW coffin.
Basin Plan policies have caused significant changes in the southern connected MDB. These
include:
•
•

•

greater and ever increasing demand for water to be delivered to the Murray
downstream of the Barmah Choke
decreased inflows to the Murray from Menindee Lakes caused by intense floodplain
harvesting and failure of NSW Government to enforce the 1993-94 cap, meaning
that the Murray and Goulburn must deliver 39% increase volumes down to SA.
reduced inflows into the basin due to ongoing climate change, eg a reduction of 50%
streamflow in the last 20 years in Victoria.

The Victorian Government, with the Goulburn to Murray Trade Review is attempting to
limit the volume that can be traded into the Murray in order to reduce the environmental
degradation that has occurred in the Goulburn River, whilst at the same time comply with
increasing environmental and irrigation demands.
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This review, by limiting trade out of the Goulburn may hopefully increase water availability
in the Goulburn Murray Irrigation District which desperately needs increased water usage ,
as meter usage over the last 12 years shows that year on year overall 47% of gravity
irrigation meters used less than 10 ML/yr.
The fact that this review is even being considered, shows that the Murray Darling Basin Plan
is failing on every level. Environmentally the review is attempting to prevent further damage
to a heritage river. Economically and socially, the review is attempting to prevent the
collapse of the GMID by retaining irrigation water that currently is being sold out of the
district and delivered further and further downstream creating greater conveyance losses.
Victoria’s foodbowl, the GMID has seen in excess of $2.2 billion spent on modernisation, in
order to gain ‘water savings ‘ for the environment. However we are continuing to see large
volumes of high security water being bought out of the district, with the GMID being bypassed for

large scale plantation development.

It is very obvious that Basin Policies must be reviewed and revised as with the ongoing
reduction of basin inflows due to climate change, we cannot continue to waste large
volumes of water by increasing development in arid, dry sandy areas, increasing conveyance
losses, degrading our river systems by continually trying to deliver water volumes that are
beyond the natural channel capacity.
Continuing to endeavour to fix the mess that is the Basin Plan with basin state reviews into
water trade, channel capacity, delivery shortfall, northern basin compliance, socioeconomic impacts, environmental degradation is simply trying to save a plan which is
imploding and causing massive impacts to basin communities and our nation’s security as
basin policies fail all of us.
It is time that Victoria stood its ground and called for a complete review of the Basin Plan.
__________________________________________________________________________________
END OF SUBMISSION Dated 27/4/2021
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